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ABSTRACT

Article historys:

A biological signal has the multi-scale and signals complexity properties.
Many studies have used the signal complexity calculation methods and multiscale analysis to analyze the biological signal, such as lung sound. Signal
complexity methods used in the biological signal analysis include entropy,
fractal analysis, and Hjorth descriptor. Meanwhile, the commonly used multiscale methods include wavelet analysis, coarse-grained procedure, and
empirical mode decomposition (EMD). One of the multi-scale methods in the
biological signal analysis is the multi-distance signal level difference (MSLD),
which calculates a difference between two signal samples at a specific
distance. In previous studies, MSLD was combined with Hjorth descriptor for
lung sound classification. MSLD has the potential to be developed by
modifying the fundamental equation of MSLD. This study presents the
comparison of MSLD and its variations combined with Hjorth descriptor for
lung sound classification. The results showed that MSLD and its variations
had the highest accuracy of 98.99% for five lung sound data classes.
The results of this study provided several alternatives for multi-scale signal
complexity analysis method for biological signals.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Multi-scale analysis for biological signals is essential in the biological signal analysis [1] as it is
believed that the multi-scale analysis can extract information in the signal. Various multi-scale methods
developed by other researchers include coarse-grained procedure [2], wavelet analysis [3], and others. A
biological signal is generated from a complex biological system with various inputs and outputs where the
inputs-outputs relation has not been thoroughly explained [4]. The complex system generates a complex signal,
which is a signal with no proper mathematical explanation. Therefore, various complexity signal calculation
methods have been developed to quantify the properties of the complex signals.
Several approaches have been developed to calculate signal complexity. Land and Damian explained
three approaches to calculate signal complexity in the time domain; namely information theory, chaos theory,
and Kolmogorov estimation [5]. Hjorth used statistical analysis to calculate the characteristics of biological
signals [6] with the parameters of Activity, Mobility, and Complexity. Initially, Hjorth descriptor was used to
analyze electroencephalogram (EEG) signals. However, the Hjorth descriptor was then used to analyze the
electrocardiogram (ECG) signal [7] and lung sound [8].
In lung sound analysis, Hjorth descriptor has been calculated in various multi-scale analysis schemes
to provide complexity signal multi-scale method alternatives. It was calculated in the coarse-grained procedure,
in which the results were presented in [9]. Meanwhile, empirical mode decomposition (EMD) was combined
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with Hjorth descriptor in [10] to obtain higher accuracy in comparison to the combination of coarse-grained
procedure and Hjorth descriptor. Hjorth descriptor was also calculated in the output of multi-distance signal
level difference (MSLD) with the accuracy of up to 98.76% [11].
MSLD method is a modification of the grey level difference matrix (GLDM) method that is used for
digital image analysis. As it is used for digital image analysis, the output signal of this method is an absolute
value from a difference between two data samples at a specific distance. For a digital signal processing
application, MSLD can be modified to generate a negative value signal. Other modification can be used to
improve the accuracy of the MSLD method. In this study, MSLD was modified, and its performance in lung
sound classification was analyzed. The proposed method is expected to be an alternative for analysis of lung
sound or other biological signals.
2.

RELATED WORKS
This study discusses the calculation of signal complexity in multi-scale for feature extraction in lung
sound analysis. Multi-scale signal complexity analysis attracts many researchers since multi-scale entropy
(MSE) method emerges [2]. MSE has been used to calculate the complexity of ECG signal in multi-scale using
the coarse-grained procedure and sample entropy. The results showed that MSE could be used to distinguish
normal and abnormal ECG signals. In another study, MSE has been used to recognize lung sound in alveolitis
patients [12]. The results showed that MSE extracted better features than spectral features. Several other studies
used the multi-scale fractal dimension and multi-level wavelet entropy packet for lung sound analysis
[13, 14]. The results showed that multi-scale processes increased classification performance compared to a
single-scale method.
Some researchers used different approaches to analyze lung sounds. Sengupta et al. used cepstralbased statistical features for pulmonary sound classification, inspired by the speech processing method [15].
The study was conducted on 30 subjects with cases of normal, crackle, and wheeze lung sounds. Using ANN
as a classifier, the proposed method produced better results compared to the discrete wavelet transform method
that was widely used by other researchers [16, 17]. Meanwhile, Bardou et al. focused on the use of
convolutional neural networks (CNN) for lung sound classification [18]. The features used were MFCC and
local binary pattern (LBP) characteristics extracted from the spectrogram. The results obtained showed that
CNN's performance was better than SVM.
Hjorth descriptor was also used to calculate lung sound signal complexity [8]. Hjorth descriptor was
calculated from 81 data classified into five data classes. Using K-mean clustering for data classification, the
obtained accuracy was 77%. In another study, a combination of coarse-grained procedure and Hjorth descriptor
was used to calculate multi-scale signal complexity in lung sound [9]. This method was tested in the same lung
sound data with the previous method, and the highest obtained accuracy was 95.06%. Hjorth descriptor was
also calculated in intrinsic mode function (IMF) as the result of empirical mode decomposition (EMD) process
[10]. The highest obtained accuracy was at 98.8% in Activity from IMF1 to IMF10. Lastly, Hjorth descriptor
was combined with a novel multi-scale method named multi-distance signal level difference (MSLD) [11].
MSLD was calculated from the absolute value of a difference between two signal samples at a specific
distance d.
MSLD still has a potential to be developed. In this study, we proposed several MSLD variations
combined with Hjorth descriptor for lung sound classification. The MSLD variations discussed in this study
are MSLD-B, the multistep signal level difference (MStepLD), and multi-distance signal difference with
downsampling (MSDownLD). The detailed explanation of each method is presented in the following section.
3.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The proposed system is displayed in Figure 1. The signal was normalized using zero mean and
amplitude normalization. Then, we used the MSLD process and its variations using some distances d to
produced multiscale signals. Hjorth descriptor of each signal produced by the multi-distance process at distance
d was calculated as features of the signal. The results in the form of features of each signal were then analyzed
to determine its accuracy using multilayer perceptron (MLP) to assess each multi-scale process. The following
subchapters explain each process in detail.
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Figure 1. System design of lung sound classification using MSLD and its variations
3.1. Lung sound data
The input data were lung sounds with the sampling frequency of 8000 Hz, and the length was one
respiration cycle. The lung sounds were the same with data used in [8], added with the data obtained from the
Internet [19], and book CD [20]. Data used in this study were:
a. Normal bronchial (22 data): this is the data of normal lung sound commonly heard in the bronchus with
expiration sound tended to be longer than inspiration sound with a pause between inspiration and
expiration phases [21].
b. Asthma (18 data): asthma had wheezed sound pattern. The characteristics included musical, high pitch and
continuous. Here, asthma was caused by the narrow respiratory tract [22].
c. Crackle (20 data): Crackle sound had a short duration, non-musical, and discontinuous. It could be heard
in booth inspiration or expiration phase. The diseases related to crackle sound include chronic bronchitis,
interstitial lung fibrosis and asbestosis [23].
d. Friction pleural rub (19 data): pleural rub or friction rub had a non-musical, explosive, and commonly
biphasic pattern. It is usually related to pleural inflammation or pleural tumors [22].
e. Stridor (20 data): It is one type of wheezing sound with very low frequency. It is commonly heard during
inspiration and related to laryngeal stenosis or tracheal stenosis [23].
Five data classes possessed their unique characteristics. The proposed method was expected to classify
input data with high accuracy.
Normalization process was conducted to overcome data variation caused by the different recording
process. Firstly, zero-mean normalization was done to shift the mean value to zero. If 𝑥 𝑖 was the input signal,
then zero-mean result, y 𝑖
𝑥 𝑖 – 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑥 . Secondly, amplitude normalization was done to create a
signal in the amplitude range of -1 to +1 using the formula of 𝑦 𝑖
𝑥 𝑖 /𝑚𝑎𝑥 |𝑥| . Finally, lung sound
signal was used in the multi-scale process.
3.2. Multi-scale process
3.2.1. Multi-distance signal level difference
Multi-distance signal level difference (MSLD) is a method that splits a signal into a new signal series
based on a difference between two signal samples at a specific distance [10]. It can be used to observe the
emergence pattern of one data sample to the other data sample at a specific distance. The MSLD formula is
expressed in (1).
𝑦 𝑖

|𝑥 𝑖

𝑥 𝑖

𝑑 |, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑

1, 2, … , 𝐷

(1)

Where 𝑥 𝑖 is the input signal, 𝑦 𝑖 is the output signal based on calculated distance d, and D is the maximum
distance calculated to obtain 𝑦 𝑖 . This study used D = 20; thus, there were 20 new signals generated from
the MSLD process. At a distance of d = 1 - 20 (D = 10), the signal variance would decrease until it tends to
remain as shown in Figure 7. In previous research, Costa et al. also used D = 20 for multiscale entropy [2]. The
use of D = 20 was intended so that we could compare the results of this study with previous studies using
multiscale Hjorth descriptor [9] and multiscale entropy [24].
The (1) used an absolute value, indicating that a difference between the two signals was always
positive. This was conducted by considering MSLD as a modification of GLDM that was a digital image
analysis method, which required all data sample to be in a positive value. However, as MSLD was used in the
1D signal analysis, then the data sample sometimes required a negative value. This study proposed another
variation of MSLD as expressed in (2).
𝑦 𝑖

𝑥 𝑖

𝑥 𝑖

𝑑 , 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑

1, 2, … , 𝐷

(2)
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The difference between (1) and (2) is the absolute value sign. In (1), the value of 𝑦 𝑖 is always
positive, but in (2), the value of 𝑦 𝑖 can be negative. To distinguish between the two MSLD methods, then
(1) and (2) are called MSLD-A and MSLD-B, respectively.
3.2.2.Multistep signal level difference
We proposed one variation of MSLD, the multistep signal level difference or later called as MStepLD.
In MStepLD, a signal in distance d is calculated from the signal in distance d – 1. The formula of MStepLD is
expressed in (3).
𝑦 𝑖

|𝑦

𝑖

𝑦

𝑖

𝑑 |, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑

1, 2, … , 𝐷,

(3)

For d = 1, we obtained:
𝑦 𝑖

|𝑥 𝑖

𝑥 𝑖

1 |

(4)

where 𝑥 𝑖 is the input signal and 𝑦 𝑖 is the output signal in distance d.
3.2.3.Multi-distance signal level difference with downsampling
In one of the previous studies, MSLD was compared with the coarse-grained procedure [2]. One
problem occurred was that the number of samples in MSLD was relatively constant as there was no process to
reduce the number of the data sample. This is different from the coarse-grained procedure that has a reduction
of data sample with the amount of d (d = scale value). To imitate the property of coarse-grained procedure,
then one variation of MSLD namely multi-distance signal level difference with downsampling or later called
MSdownLD was proposed. The formula of MSdownLD is expressed in (5).
𝑦 𝑖

|𝑥 𝑖

𝑥 𝑖

𝑑 | ↓ 𝑑, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑

1, 2, … , 𝐷

(5)

The (5) is similar to (1), but with the addition of the downsampling process. The downsampling of the data
samples follows the distance used. This study used downsampling from one to twenty.
3.3. Hjorth descriptor
Hjorth descriptor is used to calculate the complexity of a signal in the time domain [6]. It is frequently
used in biological signals, such as electrocardiogram signal, electroencephalogram signal, and lung sound.
There are three parameters in Hjorth descriptor: Activity, Mobility, and Complexity. These three parameters
are explained as follows. For signal 𝑥 𝑛 , then the first order variation x’(n) is expressed as:
𝑥 𝑛

𝑥 𝑛

𝑥 𝑛

1

(6)

Meanwhile, second-order variation x”(n) is expressed as:
𝑥

𝑛

𝑥′ 𝑛

𝑥′ 𝑛

1

(7)

If 𝜎 is the standard deviation of 𝑥 𝑛 , 𝜎 is the standard deviation of 𝑥’ 𝑛 , and 𝜎 is the standard
deviation of 𝑥” 𝑛 , then parameters of Hjorth descriptor can be expressed as:
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦

̅

𝜎

𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦

(8)
(9)

/
/

(10)

Hjorth descriptor was calculated for all output signal of MSLD process and its variations in every scale/distance
to create lung sound features.
3.4. Classification and validation
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This study used multilayer perceptron (MLP) as classifier as it has a simple configuration with a nonlinear property. In this classifier, the weight in each input feature could make a feature with a small value that
could be considered as the dominant feature. This is different from K-NN classifier where feature with large
value eliminates the effect of the small-value feature. For validation, we used N-fold cross-validation (N-fold
CV). In N-fold CV, data were divided into N – 1 dataset as training data and one dataset as testing data [25].
Classification process was conducted for N times until each dataset became a testing data. In this paper, we
used N = 3. Since we have 18 – 22 data for each class data, using N = 3 will make each data set contain 6 – 8
data for each data set.
4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
One example of the wheeze signal is displayed in Figure 2. Meanwhile, the results of MSLD-A,
MSLD-B, MStepLD, and MSDownLD for d = 1 – 5 are shown in Figures 3 – 6. The absolute value used in
MSLD-A generated all output signals in a positive value, different from MSLD-B generating some signals
with positive and negative values. The output signal of MStepLD was different from MSLD-A because the
input signal for the next process in MStepLD is the output signal in the previous step. The output signal of
MSdownLD seemed similar to MSLD-A output with the reduction of the number of data sample in the
downsampling process.

Figure 2. Example of wheeze sound

Figure 3. Result of MSLD-A process for d = 1 – 5 on Wheeze sound as shown in Figure 2
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Figure 4. Result of MSLD-B process for d = 1 – 5 on Wheeze sound as shown in Figure 2

Figure 5. Result of MStepLD process for d = 1 – 5 on Wheeze sound as shown in Figure 2

Figure 6. Result of MSDownLD process for d = 1 – 5 on Wheeze sound as shown in Figure 2
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Figure 7. Comparison of variance for each process on additive white Gaussian noise

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. Hjorth descriptor on MSLD-A for typical lung sound, (a) Activity, (b) Mobility, and (c) Complexity

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. Hjorth descriptor on MSLD-B for typical lung sound, (a) Activity, (b) Mobility, and (c) Complexity

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10. Hjorth descriptor on MStepLD for typical lung sound, (a) Activity, (b) Mobility, and
(c) Complexity
Comparison of multi-distance signal level difference Hjorth descriptor and its variations (Achmad Rizal)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. Hjorth descriptor on MSDownLD for typical lung sound, (a) Activity, (b) Mobility, and (c)
Complexity
The difference between outputs of MSLD and its variations was observed using additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) signal with standard deviation = 1 and mean = 1. The change of signal variance in
each process for d = 1 – 20 can be seen in Figure 7 in which MSLD-A and MSDownLD had the same variance,
while MStepLD had a declined variance as the distance d increased. On the contrary, MSLD-B had increased
variance initially and remained constant as the distance d increased. In MSLD-A and MSDownLD, the variance
was declined in d = 1 because the signal range was changed from -1 to +1 due to the absolute sign. In the next
process, there was no variance change because the new signal was generated from the absolute value of the
signal sample difference in distance d. In MSLD-B, the variance remained constant = 2 because no absolute
sign caused signal variance to increase twice. As in MSLD-A and MSDownLD, the following variance was
constant. For MStepLD, the signal in d = n was calculated in signal d = n – 1, which made the variance
decreased as d increased.
The results of Hjorth descriptor calculation of each multi-scale scheme and every data class are
displayed in Figures 8 – 11. MSLD-A and MSLD-B had the Activity, Mobility, and Complexity graphs that
were relatively similar with a different magnitude as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. This was caused by the
fact that both processes had the same input but with a different absolute sign. The Hjorth descriptor value in
MSLD-B was higher than that of MSLD-A
Figure 10 displays the Hjorth descriptor of MStepLD. The Activity value was decreased as d increased
since the variance value also decreased as d increased. This was similar to Figure 7. Meanwhile, Mobility and
Complexity values were relatively high because there was a division process in the equation. Results in Figure
11 showed that MSDownLD had Activity value similar to MSLD-A, but the Mobility and Complexity values
were different. Mobility and Complexity involved first-order, and second-order derivatives in the calculation,
which made their values in MSDownLD different from MSLD-A.
The accuracies of the four methods are displayed in Figures 12 – 15. Testing was conducted with 20
Hjorth descriptor values in distance d = 1 – 20; then it was reduced to d = 1 – 15, and so on as displayed in the
figures. Initially, all Hjorth descriptor parameters were used to form 60 features, and then each Hjorth
descriptor parameter was tested for its accuracy. In Fig. 12 – Fig 15, term “All” refers to three parameters of
Hjorth descriptor. “All” means that in the classification, we used activity, mobility, and complexity at the same
time as features for each multiscale process output. The best accuracy here was defined as the highest accuracy
with the lowest number of features.
Figure 12 shows that in MSLD-A, the use of 60 features (three Hjorth descriptor parameters and
distance d = 1 – 20) yielded the highest accuracy of 96.97%. However, if only the Complexity parameter that
was used in the distance d = 1 – 15 %, the accuracy reached 98.99%. This meant that using only one Hjorth
descriptor parameter in MSLD-A was adequate to reach the accuracy up to 98.99%. The accuracy tended to
decrease as the number of features decreased in distance d.
The accuracy of MSLD-B is illustrated in Figure 13. The highest accuracy was 97.98% obtained in
Complexity parameter in distance d = 1 – 10. Decreasing distance d lower the accuracy, except when all Hjorth
descriptor parameters were used, where its accuracy increased to 96.97%. In MSLD-B, the use of three Hjorth
descriptor parameters in distance d = 1 (three features) could reach an accuracy of 96.97%. This value had only
one error difference compared to Complexity with ten features. However, the use of three features was not
selected for not meeting the predetermined best result selection criteria.
MStepLD had the highest accuracy of 97.98% as displayed in Figure 14. This result was obtained by
Complexity in distance d = 1 – 4. The use of a higher number of features yielded in lower accuracy. This result
was similar to MSDownLD in Figure 15. The use of all Hjorth descriptor parameters in distance d = 1 – 5
yielded 98.99% accuracy. Decreasing distance d reduced accuracy.
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MSLD-A and MSDownLD achieved the best accuracy. MSLD-A obtained the best accuracy for the
feature using Complexity with distance d = 1 – 15 and MSDownLD using Activity, Mobility, and Complexity
with distance d = 1 – 5. Both methods used 15 features with 98.99% accuracy. These results were better than
the highest accuracy of MSLD-B and MStepLD that only reached 97.98%. The use of distance d = 1 – 20 did
not ensure higher accuracy, but reducing distance d to the optimum value generated better accuracy.
Determining the optimum distance d to yield the best result could only be done by trial and error. In practice,
Determination of optimum distance was done by observing to signal fluctuations. For cases of lung sounds,
signals change rapidly with signal envelope change slowly because the respiratory rate is around 12-20 times
per minute. Using a sampling frequency of 8000 Hz, the use of distance d = 1 is equivalent to 0.125ms and will
only result in a relatively small amplitude change. We can see this in Figure 3 - Figure 6. To see a significant
signal shift, we can use d > 10 or equivalent to 1.25ms.

Figure 12. Accuracy of MSLD-A Hjorth descriptor for various distance d

Figure 13. Accuracy of MSLD-B Hjorth descriptor for various distance d

Figure 14. Accuracy of MStepLD Hjorth descriptor for various distance d
Comparison of multi-distance signal level difference Hjorth descriptor and its variations (Achmad Rizal)
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Figure 15. Accuracy of MSDownLD Hjorth descriptor for various distance d
Table 1. Comparison of MSLD Hjorth descriptor and its variations with previous methods
Method

Dataset

Feature

Number
of scales
1
10
3

Number
of features
3
10
12

Hjorth descriptor [8]
Multi-scale Hjorth descriptor [9]
Empirical mode decomposition
(EMD) Hjorth descriptor [10]
Multi-distance signal level difference
(MSLD-A) Hjorth descriptor [11]
MSLD-B
MStepLD
MSDownLD

99 data, 5 classes
99 data, 5 classes
99 data, 5 classes

Activity, Mobility, Complexity
Complexity
Activity, Mobility, Complexity

99 data, 5 classes
99 data, 5 classes
99 data, 5 classes
99 data, 5 classes

Accuracy
78.79%
96.97%
97.98%

Complexity

15

15

98.99%

Complexity
Complexity
Activity, Mobility, Complexity

10
4
5

10
4
15

97.98%
97.98%
98.99%

Compared with other studies regarding lung sound classification using Hjorth descriptor, MSLD-A
Hjorth descriptor and MSDown Hjorth descriptor methods had better accuracy. The comparison of the results
of this study and previous studies displayed in Table 1. It shows that MSLD-A and MSDownLD had the best
accuracy among other methods. Both methods used 15 features with different Hjorth descriptor parameter and
distance that were used. MSLD-A used Complexity parameter with distance d = 1 – 15, while MSDownLD
used all three Hjorth descriptor parameters in distance d = 1 – 5. The difference in the computation time for
both methods is not a problem because the processors used nowadays are very advanced. The next three
methods with the same accuracy are EMD Hjorth descriptor, MSLD-B Hjorth descriptor, and MStepLD Hjorth
descriptor. Of these three methods, MStepLD is the best selection as it has the lowest number of features to
obtain the highest accuracy. In contrast, EMD Hjorth descriptor is the last choice as it has more features and
the possibility of the shift of IMF value from EMD results caused by the data shift [19].
In this study, MSLD and its variations that were combined with Hjorth descriptor yielded high
accuracy for lung sound classification. In previous studies, MSLD and its variations could be combined with
other signal complexity calculation methods such as fractal method [26], entropy method, and others. Testing
using other biological signals could also be conducted to analyze the performance of this method such as
in EEG [27] or ECG [28].
5.

CONCLUSION
This study presents several variations of the MSLD method for lung sound classification with one
proposed method of MSLD-B with no absolute sign. The other variations are MStepLD that uses the results
from previous steps to calculate signal in the next distance d, and MSDownLD that involves the downsampling
process. Of four methods, it was only MStepLD yielding a decreased signal variance, while the other three
methods had a constant variance. The analysis of lung sound data accuracy showed that MSDL-A and
MSDownLD had the highest accuracy reaching 98.99% using 15 features. This result is better than other
methods in this study and even in the previous studies. Future works could use a larger dataset with more data
classes to obtain more comprehensive results.
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